Shoreline Vet Physio

How to rehabilitate your
horse in the paddock
SOME TIPS FOR HORSE OWNERS ON HOW TO INCORPORATE REHABILITATION INTO THEIR
HORSES TURNOUT TIME

USE YOUR HORSES TURNOUT TIME WISELY!
When rehabilitating your horse we will give you lots of fun and useful exercises to do which are
great for building muscle where its needed. We will also advise you on how much exercise your
horse should be getting in hand or ridden if possible. However, your horse may be turned out for a
certain period of time during the day and that time can be used to make a huge difference to the
success of your rehabilitation and it's often overlooked.
But not anymore!
We are going to go through some easy ways that you can rehabilitate your horse while they're
turned out without taking away from their downtime. By incorporating some of these ideas into
your routine, even if it's not necessarily everyday we can improve their proprioception and range
of motion and potentially help them return to function more effectively.
This is just a guide and should be used alongside your physiotherapy regimen not instead of it as
the timing and intensity of the exercise you implement is crucial to optimal rehabilitation. We still
recommend controlled paddock time either by limting the space available or pairing up with a
calm horse buddy to avoid any explosive energy and reduce the risk of injury.

Change your surfaces
It may seem like a fairly insignificant component of turning out your horse but actually the
surfaces you choose make a huge difference to how they walk when out. If you are early on in
your rehabilitation there may be limitations to your turn out which will be explained to you in your
physiotherapy sessions with us. If you have not been given any specific guidance on which
surfaces to use we have summarised the pros and cons for each here:
GRASS: great for skeletal and joint conditions as its soft and forgiving. However, short grass
is better to start off with in the rehabilitation plan as it is nice and easy, long grass requires
extra effort to lift the feet higher which can be good for improving joint motion BUT should
only be used when the horse is capable. You should also note the quality of the grass,
especially if your horse is on restricted exercise as weight gain could be detrimental to their
condition. When walking through grass it's also important to be aware of holes and bumps
which could cause injury if you're horse is not expecting them!
SAND: a great surface for fitness training as it requires a lot of effort to walk through and as it
is soft it may alleviate the pressure on bone/joint conditions. However it offers virtually no
support for the soft tissues so would not be recommended for horses with soft tissue
conditions. It can also be too loose and cause slipping of the feet to the sides which is not
ideal when rehabilitating your horse. If your horse is putting on weight you could turn them
out into a sand school to give them some free time without them grazing.
STONES/GRAVEL: this is probably the worst surface of them all as it is hard and the nature of
the stones moving below foot makes it also unsupportive. Obviously the size of the stones
makes a difference and horses that are advanced in their rehabilitation plan will probably
manage this surface fine. You also have to consider your horse's hoof condition, particularly if
they have had to have shoes removed during their rehabilitation they may be more footy than
usual. There is one benefit to gravel surfaces and that is the proprioceptive input by making
the horse think about where it's feet are going, for all other rehab cases we recommend
keeping gravel to a minimum. And similarly to sand schools if you have a horse that is prone
to weight gain you may put them on a stoned track to prevent them grazing for a short period
of time.
DIRT TRACKS or BARE PADDOCKS: these vary a lot through the year from being very wet and
slippery to dry and hard so may only be useful at certain times when the ground is just right.
Mud based fields and tracks are perfect when they're slightly damp so the ground has some
give and is not too hard on bones and joints but is firm enough to be supportive for the soft
tissues. Just watch out for any obstacles that your horse may struggle with such as holes.
This is a great option if your horse needs their grazing restricted to manage their weight.

Use hills and inclines

The action of going up and down hills and inclines requires a large amount of muscle
engagement and full joint range of motion. Horses that are early on in their rehabilitation may be
advised to avoid hills completely and have flat turnout because they are not yet capable of all the
things required to get up and down safely. Once they start to progress we can actually use hills
and inclines in a controlled manner to improve their condition. It's really important that you work
with your physiotherapist on this one to get the right balance of pushing the tissues to improve
without pushing them too far to fail.
HOW STEEP SHOULD THEY BE?
This is very dependent on the horses condition and their stage of rehabilitation. The hill doesn't
necessarily have to be steep to engage the muscles we're aiming for. If the hill is too steep the
horse is more likely to walk along it rather than up and down it which has it's own benefits but
doesn't get the muscle engagement we're looking for. However using steeper hills may also help
with cardiovascular fitness and weight management which would also benefit the rehabilitation
process. Work with your physiotherapist and obviously the field space you have available to you!
GOING DOWN...
When going downhill, the core muscles are used to
allow the horse to swing the front legs down first, then the
muscles around the shoulders and down the front legs
regulate the forward motion. Therefore almost all of the
weight and concussion is taken through the muscles and
joints of the front legs which makes it an unsuitable
exercise for horses with forelimb issues.
GOING UP...
When going up a hill, the core muscles are used to allow
the horse to swing the front legs upwards first, then the
back legs push the horse up and forward. Therefore the
majority of the weight and intensity is taken through the
muscles and joints of the back legs which makes it an
unsuitable exercise for horses with hindlimb issues.

Introduce obstacles
Some of the exercises you've been prescribed by your physiotherapist or veterinarian may
include the use of obstacles such as cavaletti poles to go over or cones to go around. These
exercises have different benefits to your animals condition mainly focusing on building muscle
in particular areas, improving joint range of motion and improving proprioception.We can also
apply these principles when in the paddock by using the same obstacles or slightly adjusting
them to more natural ones.
In stead of cavaletti poles we can use tree branches and logs and
encourage the horse to walk/trot over them depending on their stage
of rehabilitation. These will improve the joint flexion and lifting of
the limbs, as well as the proprioception and feedback to lift the feet
higher.
Instead of cones we can use large rocks or tree stumps to circle the
horse around or weave them around. These will improve agility and
build the limb adductor/abductor musculature.
These poles/cones/branches/rocks can be placed around their paddock for them to potentially
go over or around at their own leisure, however they may not use them. More effectively you
can make a trail of obstacles that you pass your horse over and around every time you turn
them out and bring them in. This could be just in front of the gate to the field, or just inside the
field as long as you're taking them through it in hand to ensure it's being used effectively.
Outdoor obstacles are all about imagination! If you see something that looks like it might be
good to work over/under/around then give it a go, or ask us for guidance. Get creative!

We hope you have found at least one tip in this guide that will help you rehabilitate
your horse in the paddock. If you need anymore help or guidance or want us to
create a rehabilitation programme
your
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a tailored exercise plan for both your paddock rehabilitation and other exercise we
can help.
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